RULES AND REGULATION
Version 2.6 - Updated 22.06.2022
Dates and Duration:
1. World Rollerski Week is starting on Saturday,
9th of July 2022, 00:00 CEST (Stockholm time)
and is ending on Sunday, 17th of July 2022,
23:59 CEST (Stockholm time).
Registration and functioning (see Appendix):
2. Participant must create an account on
raceid.com and register for the race “World
Rollerski Week”.
3. Participant must choose a team they want to
support and fill up all the information needed.
4. Participant must pay the entry fees to be
registered (cf. art. 13).
5. For the duration of the event, participant must
record with a GPS device each rollerski sessions
(both free and classic techniques are
accepted).
We recommend using rollerski with wheels nr 2,
equivalent or slower, as it is the material used
by most participants.
6. The objective is to gather as much kilometers
and elevation meters during the event.
7. After each session, participant login to their
personal account on raceid.com and submit
the kilometres and climb up meters they made,
and the link of their session (Strava, Suunto,
Polar, Garmin...) as a proof.

8. A team ranking will be set up based on the most
kilometres gathered (DISTANCER standings)
and will give points for the WCT TEAM ranking
as a regular 200 pts event.
9. Each session will be manually controlled and all
suspicious performances will be removed. The
eventual participant concerned will be
contacted. Only sessions with a valid GPS
tracking proof will be accepted.
10. World Rollerski Week is based on a “gentleman
sport” style:
- declare and report only the sessions made on
rollerskies.
- Use the material recommended in point 5.
- Provide a valid GPS tracking proof for every
sessions.
Ranking and reward:
11. A ranking for the most kilometers will be set up,
and the best male and female participant will
be the overall World Rollerski Week
DISTANCER.
12. A ranking for the most elevation meters will be
set up, and the best male and female
participant will be the overall World Rollerski
Week CLIMBER.
13. TOP 1 male and female participant in overall
DISTANCER and CLIMBER standings will receive
a reward from our official suppliers.

14. In addition to general standings, age categories
standings will be set up as following:
- Under 15 (born in 2008 and after)
- 16 - 19 (born between 2003 and 2007)
- 20 - 29 (born between 1993 and 2002)
- 30 - 39 (born between 1983 and 1992)
- 40 – 49 (born between 1973 and 1982)
- 50-59 (born between 1963 and 1972
- 60 and older (born in 1962 and earlier)
Fees and money distribution:
15. Entry fee is for World Rollerski Week 2022 is
30€ per participant for the whole event.
Note that 10 € goes back directly to the team
supported and chosen at the registration (cf.
art. 3).
16. Teams must be registered as a WCT Team

in season VI to be selectable during
participant registration and collect money.
Late registration can be made by

submitting a request to the WCT Project
Leader at paul@alliansloppet.se at least 7
days before the beginning of the event.
17. Payments to the team will be only executed
upon invoice with a valid organization number.
Safety and other
18. Please be responsible on the road, respect the
ordinary traffic rules and the other users.
Please wear safety material (helmet, glasses,
gloves…) and choose a course adapted to you
level.
19. WCT summer ski AB cannot be held responsible
for any accident during the practice of rollerski
within the framework of World Rollerski Week.
20. The current situation does not allow us to
accept participants of Russian and Belarusian
nationalities, nor to accept participation from
Russian and Belarusian territories.

Appendix: Step by step guide

